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We shall introduce a new module structure to a large class of continuous-time 
constant linear systems. This is done as a natural extension of the classical k[z]- 
module structure of finite-dimensional constant linear systems. This module action 
is used to investigate the relationship between reachability and controllability of 
linear systems. After introducing the notion of K-controllability due to Kamen [ 121, 
we give the following result in Section 5: If a constant linear system is described by 
a functional differential equation i = Fx + Gu, where x and G belong to a Banach 
space X, and if G is K-controllable to zero, then every reachable state is reachable 
and controllable in bounded time. (The result given in Section 5 is a little more 
general than this.) We also give a simple example in Section 6 to illustrate this 
result. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is a common understanding that the theory of finite-dimensional linear 
systems is adequately algebraized and many problems, if not all, can be 
solved via algebraic methods in this framework (see, for example, Kalman et 
al. [9]). Among all, module theory has proved very successful in realization 
theory for this class of systems. On the other hand, infinite-dimensional 
linear systems have been studied mainly via functional-analytic methods: 
Baras and Brockett [ 11; Brockett and Fuhrmann [4]; Fuhrmann [7]; 
Manitius and Triggiani [ 141; Triggiani [ 20, 211; Yamamoto [23a, b]; etc. 
There is, however, another trend which attempts to study infinite- 
dimensional linear systems with various algebraic techniques. Kalman and 
Hautus [lo] may be the first to consider a module structure of continuous- 
time linear systems for the use in realization theory. Kamen [ 121 introduced 
a slightly different module structure for an even larger class of systems and 
used this successfully to derive interesting results (for example, a criterion 
for bounded-time reachability of a system). The same type of approach is 
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pursued also in Denham and Yamashita (5 ] for a class of delay-differential 
systems. 
While Kamen’s work is of definite fundamental importance, consideration 
of continuity of the module action is left out. But continuity is important 
especially when we deal with infinite-dimensional systems because one might 
draw quite a wrong conclusion due to a small error in parameters of the 
system if the underlying operation were discontinuous. 
The present study follows essentially the same spirit of Kamen’s work, but 
also attempts to unite it with functional-analytic aspects of the problem. As 
a result, we can define a module action on systems without relying directly 
on the convolution structure of the input space. (A similar approach has 
been carried out in Fuhrmann [8] for those systems whose state transition is 
generated by a self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space.) 
In Section 2, we fix our terminology and notations. Section 3 is devoted to 
the study of the extension of a module action of linear combinations of 6- 
measures to that of measures of compact support. As a by-product, we 
obtain some properties of convolution in the space of measures of compact 
support contained in (- co, 01. Our central result in this section is Theorem 
3.28 which states, loosely speaking, that constant linear systems admit 
M,(R-)-module structure, where M,(R-) denotes the set of measures of 
compact support in (- co, 01. In Section 4, we shall further investigate 
convolution in the space of measures whose support is bounded on the left. 
Results in this section along with those in Section 3 enable us to study 
reachability and controllability algebraically. After defining the notion of 
K-controllability due to Kamen [ 121, we prove the following result in 
Section 5: If a single element (called G> of the state space is K-controllable 
to zero, then every reachable state is reachable and controllable in bounded 
time. We also give a simple example in Section 6 to illustrate this result. 
2. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC FRAMEWORK 
Throughout this work k denotes a fixed field, either R, the field of real 
numbers, or C, the field of complex numbers. We are mainly concerned with 
locally convex Hausdorff topological vector spaces over k. For results and 
notations on locally convex spaces we shall mainly rely on Bourbaki [3], 
Schaefer [ 161, or Treves [ 191. 
Let (X, Y) denote a duality between locally convex spaces X and Y, i.e., 
there exists a separately continuous bilinear mapping 
(., .):Xx Y+k 
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such that (x, r) = 0 for all y E Y implies x = 0, and (x, y) = 0 for all x E X 
implies y = 0. For a subset B of X, B’ denotes the absolute polar of B, i.e., 
BY= {y E Y: ] (x, y)l < 1 for all x E B}. 
If C is a subset of Y, then Co is the subset of X: 
Co := {x E X: ( (x, y)] < 1 for all y E C}. 
Note that X and X’ (the dual space of X) always form a duality with respect 
to the standard duality (x,x*), x E X, x* E X’, where (x,x*) denotes the 
value of x* at x. Unless otherwise stated, duality is always understood in this 
sense. So for a subset B in X, B” is taken with respect o this duality and is a 
subset of X’ even if the duality (X,X’) is not explicitly specified. 
The following notational conventions will be adopted in the sequel: 
R- := (- co, 01. 
C(-co, 0] (or C(R-)) := the space of continuous functions on 
(-co, 01; this space is endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on 
each compact subset of (-co, 01. 
C[O, co) := the space of continuous functions on [0, co) whose 
topology is given by the uniform convergence on each compact subset of 
[O, a>. 
M,(-co,01 (or M,(R-)) := (C(-co,O])‘, i.e., the dual space of 
C(-co, 01; it is easy to see that this is the space of Radon measures with 
compact support contained in (-co, 01. 
L *[a, b] := the space of all k-valued Lebesgue square integrable 
functions on [a, b]; similarly for L’[a, b), etc. 
n := u,“= 1 L2[-n, 01; we endow this space with the topology of strict 
inductive limit of the sequence {L2 [-n, 0] },” , , i.e., J2 = lim+ L2 [-n, 01. 
The basic object we study is a constant (time-invariant) linear continuous- 
time system, which is rigorously defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 2.1. A (single-input) constant linear (continuous-time) 
system (without output) is a pair Z = (X, o) such that 
(i) X is a complete locally convex Hausdorff space; 
(ii) for each t > 0, p(t, e, .): X x L* [0, t) -9 X is a (jointly) continuous 
linear map (for t = 0, ~(0, x, .) =x for all x, is required). 
(iii) for every t, s > 0, u, satisfies 
V7(t + 83 XT u> = rp(t, P(SY x9 u IlO, JY 4 u I [cl, I)) 
for all x in X, u in L*[O, t + s), where (a:u)(t) := u(t + s). 
409/83/2-S 
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(iv) lim,,,o a, (t, x, 0) = rp(t,,  x, 0) for every t, > 0 and x E X. 
X is called the state space, (p the state-transition map of Z. 
It is useful to keep the following dynamical interpretation in mind: The 
elements of the state space X serve as a memory device of the system, and 
when a new input comes in, the state is accordingly modified to reflect the 
change. The rule for this is governed by the state-transition map cp. Of 
course, every system must produce outputs (and outputs are given 
corresponding to the present state), but since we shall be concerned only 
with reachability and controllability of systems, the output equation is 
somewhat immaterial for our present purpose, and hence is dropped from the 
definition. For a more detailed discussion on the output equation, see 
Yamamoto [23a]. 
It is plain to see that to a given system C = (X, p) there is associated a 
unique strongly continuous semigroup { @(t)},h, of X such that ~(t, x, U) = 
@(t)x + ~(t, 0, u) (indeed, put @(t)x := ~(t, x, 0) for each t > 0). We call this 
semigroup the associated semigroup of the system Z. In what follows, an 
associated semigroup {@p(t)},,, is usually assumed to be locally equicon- 
tinuous, i.e., for each T > 0 and a continuous seminorm p of X, there exists a 
continuous seminorm q of X such that 
P(@W) ,< q(x) for all x E X and t E [0, T]. 
Remark 2.2. This class of semigroups is not overly special. Indeed, it is 
known (Komura [3]) that when X is a barrelled space (which in particular 
includes Banach spaces), every strongly continuous semigroup is always 
locally equicontinuous. 
The following immediate consequence of Definition 2.1 will be extensively 
used in the subsequent sections. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let Z = (X, q) be a constant linear system. Then there 
exists a continuous linear map g: R +X such that 
ul(t, x, u) = @(t)x + g(&) 
for all x E X and u E L*[O, t). 
(2.4) 
ProoJ See Yamamoto [23a]. (Put g(u) := p(t, 0, a:w) for 
w E L*[--t, 01, where a; denotes the right shift operator: (a:w)(s):= 
o(s - t).) I 
Loosely speaking, the above-defined g gives the correspondence: past 
inputs c, present states, assuming that the state of the system was 0 at time 
-co. In this sense the present state is a memory of the past history of an 
input. 0 is called the input space (the space of past inputs) and g the 
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reachability map of the system S (g may be denoted as gz if it is necessary 
to explicitly show the dependence on E). 
3. MODULE STRUCTURE OF CONSTANT LINEAR SYSTEMS 
Let .Z = (X, cp) be a constant linear system whose associated semigroup 
I@P(olt>o is locally equicontinuous. Our aim here is to endow ,?Z with a 
natural module action so that it is compatible with ordinary convolution. 
First notice that for every t < 0, the Dirac point mass 6, acts naturally on 
X via the formula 
6, * x := @(-t)x, (3.1) 
where @ is the associated semigroup of Z. It is then only natural to extend 
(3.1) to the case of linear combinations of 6t)s as 
x := i ai@(-t,)x, 
j=l 
tj Q 0, aj E k. (3.2) 
Looking at this formula, one is tempted to proceed as follows: “Since the set 
of all linear combinations of 6,‘s approximates any measure, we can define 
P-X CuEMAR-)I as a limit of (3.2).” In order that this argument is 
justified it is necessary (and sufficient) that (i) A,(R-) := {sEJ ajdt,: t, Q 0, 
J = finite} be dense in M,(R-) with respect o a certain “nice” topology and 
(ii) the action (2.2) be continuous with respect to the same topology. 
Fortunately, this path can be traced, and we proceed according to the 
following program: We first give an easy characterization of relatively 
compact sets in C(-co, 01. Then we show that for every ,B E M,(R-), a fixed 
relatively compact K c C(-co, 0] and E > 0, there exists an element c ajSfj 
in A&) such that 
i.e., ,U can be approximated by elements of A,(R-). 
Let 7ra : C(-00, O] -+ C[-a, 0] be the projection which sends each 
w E C(-m, 01 to WI[-a, O] * Clearly rr, is a continuous linear map. Further, if 
a < b, there is associated a continuous linear projection 7~:: Cl-b, 0] -+ 
C[-a, 01. The following two properties are readily seen: drrC, = of, if 
a < b ( c, and <ballb = 71,. As regards this family of spaces and continuous 
linear maps, we have the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.3. The space C(-a, O] is the projective limit of the family 
{Cl-a, 01, x%,*>o. 
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Proof. Suppose that we are given a locally convex space E and 
continuous linear maps v’n :E -+ C[-a, O] for all a > 0 such that ni v/~ = vi/O 
if a < b. 
It suffices to show (see Schaefer [ 16,11.5]) that there exists a unique 
continuous linear map VI: E + C(--03, O] such that rr,~ = va for all a > 0. 
To see this, note that we must define v(x)), -a, ,,l := v,(x) in conformity with 
the requirement n, w = va, Due to the condition 4,~~ = yO, this defines a 
unique element in C(-co, O]. Now the linearity and the uniqueness of ly are 
obvious. We have only to prove the continuity of VI. But this follows readily 
from the definition of the topology of C(-co, O] (cf. Section 2). m 
This lemma now enables us to prove the following: 
LEMMA 3.4. A subset Kc C(-co, 0] is relatively compact if and only if 
n,(K) is relatively compact in C[-a, 0] for each a > 0. 
Proof Suppose that K is relatively compact, i.e., the closure K is 
compact. Then 7tr,(@ is compact due to the continuity of n,. Since Z,(R) is 
closed, ?rrr,(K) is contained in n,(@. Hence n,(K) is compact as a closed 
subset of a compact set, i.e., n,(K) is relatively compact. 
Conversely, suppose that n,(K) is relatively compact for every a > 0. We 
cite the standard result on projective limits from Schaefer 116, II.51 that the 
projective limit C(-oo,O] is a closed linear subspace of the product space 
&,0 C[-a, 01. Identifying K with the image under the inclusion: 
c(-~~ol--$ Lo CL -a, 0], we know that K may be identified with 
n a,,, n,(K), and hence contained in n,,O n,(K), which is compact by 
Tychonoffs theorem. Therefore, K is relatively compact. 1 
Remark 3.5. By the Ascoli-Arzeli theorem we know that a subset of 
C[-a, 0] is relatively compact if and only if it is uniformly bounded and 
equicontinuous. Hence by the lemma above, a subset Kc C(-co, 0] is 
compact if and only if it is locally uniformly bounded and equicontinuous. 
We are now ready to prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.6. A,@-) = {C ,slaiSl,: ti Q 0, I is Jinite) is dense in 
K(R-). 
Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume that our field k is the 
reals. (If k = C, decompose any measure ,u as ,u =p, f ip2 for some real 
measures ,u, and pu,, and reduce this case to the real one.) 
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Take any relatively compact K in C(-co, 01. Since every real measure is 
the difference of two positive measures, it suffices to prove that every 
positive measure can be approximated uniformly on K. So take any positive 
measure p and an E > 0. Let J be the support of ~1, and a a positive number 
such that J$ [-a, 0] (note J is compact). Let w be an element of C(-co, 01. 
Then 
where vt (t) := max{ w(t), 0} and v/-(t) := max{-w(t), O}. Put Kt := 
{w’: v/ E K), and similarly for K-. Then K+ and K- are also relatively 
compact. Then in view of (3.7) it is clearly enough to prove that p is approx- 
imated uniformly on K+ (and K-). So we may again assume, without loss of 
generality, that every w in K is positive. 
Since n,(K) is relatively compact in C[-a, 0] by Lemma 3.4, there exists 
r,r > 0 such that ( t - t’ 1 < rl implies 1 v(t) - I ] < E for every I in K due to 
the equicontinuity of n,(K) (Remark 3.5). Fix n such that a/2” < q. Let A,, 
be the partition of the interval [--a, 0] into 2” subintervals whose length are 
all equal to a/2”. Let A,,: a = to < t, < ... < t, = 0. Define Mj and mj by 
Mj:=SUp{W(t):tj<tgtj+l,WEK}, 
mj := inf( W(t): fj < t < tit,, w E K}. 
(3.8) 
Then ( Mj - mjl < E for all j = O,..., 2” - 1. Let &, bl be the indicator (charac- 
teristic function) of (a, b]. Then, by definition, 
m-1 m-l 
z. mjX(t,, tj+,l G W G z. Mjx(tj, b+l’ 
for every v/E K. This, along with the positivity of ,u, implies 
m-l m-1 
C mjP(tjl lj+ 11 G Cu, W> < C MjP(tj, tj+ 11. 
j=O j=O 
Pick any sj E (tj, tj+,] and set p := ,Y&,‘,u~~,, tj+,16sj. Then i; belongs to 
A,(R-) and approximates p uniformly on K. Indeed, 
I@ W> - Q-4 V>l = 15’ V(sj)P(fj7 rj+ 1 I - 013 ul> 1 
j=o 
m-1 m-l 
G jzo MjPu(fj~rj+I1- ,Fo mj4fj~cj+Il 
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m-1 
= I? C"j - mj)P(tj5 tj+ I] 
j=O 
m-1 
GE C P(tjltj+l]=E'~(-U,O] 
j=O 
for all v/ E K. Since p depends only on K but not on each w, the proof is 
complete. I 
We may now proceed to the main theme of this section: the proof of the 
extendability of the module action: (C aj6,, x) I+ C uj@( - tj)x. But before 
going into the actual proof, we first give a brief sketch. Define a bilinear map 
9:A,(R-) xX-+X by 
~(C UjS,,,X) := C UjS,j ’ X= C Uj~(- tj2u. (3.9) 
We shall first prove that 9 is separately continuous. Since A,(R-) is dense 
in M,(R-) by Proposition 3.6, it then becomes possible to define ,u s x as the 
limit of a net pi. x where {pi}is, is a net in A,(R-) converging to 
,u E AI,( The resulting extension 3 of 9, which is a map of 
M,(R-) x X to X, is clearly bilinear. However, the separate continuity of 9 
is not enough to guarantee ven the separate continuity of 9. Of course, if 
9 were jointly continuous, 2 would also be continuous. But when X is 
infinite dimensional, it is not so, in general. This is where a slightly stronger 
notion of separate continuity, namely, hypocontinuity, becomes a useful tool. 
We first recall the definition: Let X, Y and Z be locally convex Hausdorff 
spaces, and 2’ a bilinear map of XX Y into Z. Also let 9 be a family of 
bounded subsets of X. The bilinear map 9 is Y-hypocontinuous if 9 is 
separately continuous and if, for each S E y and each O-neighborhood W in 
Z, there exists a O-neighborhood V in Y such that 9(S x V) c W. This 
amounts to saying that the “rate” of continuity of 9 with respect to the 
variable in Y is uniform on each S E 9; in other words, for each S E Y the 
family of linear maps {sx: Y+ Z; x E S}, where 9&) := 9(x,y), is 
equicontinuous. The 6-hypocontinuity of 9 is analogously defined for a 
family of bounded subsets d of Y. Finally, a bilinear map is (9, a)- 
hypocontinuous if it is both .iP-hypocontinuous and 6-hypocontinuous. 
Remark 3.10. Note that if 9 is the family of all finite subsets of X, then 
.Y-hypocontinuity coincides with separate continuity in the first variable. 
The following well-known result on hypocontinuous bilinear mappings is 
the key to the extension of the module action of A,(R-) to that of itI,( 
THEOREM 3.11. Let X, ,X, Y, , Y be locally convex spaces such that X, 
and Y, are dense subspaces of X and Y, respectively. Suppose that 9 (g) is 
a family of bounded subsets of X, (Y,) with the property that 9 (g) covers 
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X (Y), where 9 (a) denotes the family of the closures taken in X (Y) of all 
S E 9 (T E !?), respectively. Finally, let Z be a quasi-complete locally 
convex Hausdorfl space. Then every (9, &)-hypocontinuous bilinear 
mapping of X, x rI into Z admits a unique extension to X X Y which is 
bilinear and (9, K)-hypocontinuous. 
For a proof, see Bourbaki [3] or Schaefer [16, 111.5.4]. 
Let us return to the original problem. If we can find a family of bounded 
subsets 9 of A,(R-) such that 9 covers M,(R-) and if our bilinear map 
2: A,(R-) x X-+X: (C ajSt., x) H C ajS,, . x is y-hypocontinuous, then 
we can apply Theorem 3.11 b y setting X, := A,(R-), X := M,(R-), 
Y, = Y := X, and !?? = the family of all finite subsets of X (cf. Remark 3.10). 
Thus, our task breaks into the following three steps: 
(i) Show that 9 is separately continuous. 
(ii) Find a suitable y so that the condition of Theorem 3.11 is 
satisfied. 
(iii) Show that 5? is 5@-hypocontinuous. 
We need the following lemmas to prove the claim (i). 
LEMMA 3.12. Let Z = (X, p) be a constant linear system with the 
associated semigroup @. For each x E X, x* E X, and z < 0, 
(@(-7)x,x*)=(B-,,((@( * )x,x*)). 
Proof Triviality. 1 
LEMMA 3.13. Let @ be a semigroup in a locally convex space X. For 
eachxEXanda>O, Co:= {@(t)x:O<t<a} iscompactinx. 
Prooj Let $: [0, a] +X be the map given by J(t) := @(t)x. Then $ is 
continuous due to the strong continuity of @. Since [0, a] is compact, 
C, = im 6 is compact as the image of a compact set under a continuous 
map. I 
Now let p be any continuous seminorm of X. By the Mackey-Arens 
theorem on duality of locally convex spaces (see, e.g., Bourbaki [3], Schaefer 
] 16, IV.31, or Treves [ 19,11.36]) there exists a weakly (0(X’, X)-) compact, 
balanced, convex subset B of X’ such that 
p(x)=p,(x):=sup{](x,x*)~:x* EB}, 
or, equivalently, B” = {x E X: p(x) Q 1 }, where B” denotes the absolute polar 
of B with respect o the duality (X,X’) ( see Section 2). Fixing such p and B, 
we have 
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LEMMA 3.14. Let K:= ((@(. ) x,x*):x* E B}. Then K is relatively 
compact in C[O, c13). 
Proof. Take any a > 0 and let K, be the restriction of K to the interval 
[O, a], i.e., K, = I(@( . lx, x*>lro, al : x* E B). By Lemma 3.4 (since C[O, co) 
and C(- co, 0] are clearly isomorphic), it suflices to prove that K, is 
relatively compact in C[O, a] for each a > 0. 
Let us first prove that K, is uniformly bounded. By Lemma 3.13, C, = 
{@(t)x: 0 < t < a} is compact and B” is a O-neighborhood of X. Since 
compact sets are bounded, there exists a > 0 such that C, c aB”. Then it 
follows that 
sup I (@(0x, x*)1= ,“E”cp I ti, x*>l O<f<O a 
x* EB x*EB (3.15) 
X’EB 
because 1 (z, x*)] < 1 for all z E B” and x E B (see Section 2). Hence, K, is 
uniformly bounded. 
We now prove that K, is equicontinuous. According to the following 
lemma (Lemma 3.16), for every E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that ] t - t’ ] < 6 
(t, t’ E [0, a]) implies (O(t) - @(t’))x E EB’. It now follows that 
I ((W - @(t’))x, *>l = I C&Y, x*>l for some y E B” 
=4&X*)I<& 
because y E B” and x* E B. Thus, K, is equicontinuous. In view of 
Remark 3.5, this completes the proof. n 
It now remains only to prove 
LEMMA 3.16. Let @, x, B and K, be as above. For every E > 0, there 
exists 6 > 0 such that (Q(t) - @(t’))x E EB’ for all t, t’ E [0, a] with 
It-t’1 <a. 
Proof: Take any s E [0, a]. Since EB’ is a @neighborhood of X, there 
exists 6(s) > 0 such that ( t - s ( < 6(s) implies (Q(t) - @(s)).x E (c/2)B 
because of the strong continuity of 9. Define J(s) := {t E [0, a]: 
] t -s] < (1/2)6(s)j. Then [0, a] = lJse,O,al J(s), which is clearly an open 
cover of [0, a]. Since [0, a] is compact, there exist finitely many points 
s, ,..., s, E [0, a] such that 
[0, a] = 0 J(sj). 
./=I 
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Let 6 := (1/2)min{6(s,),..., 6(s,)}. Now suppose (t - t’l < 6. There exists i 
such that t’ E J(s,). Hence 1 t’ - Sil < (l/2) 6(Si). Also, 
It-Sil ~Jt-t’l +It’-Sil 
( 6 + fs(Si) ~ fd(Si) + bS(Si) = S(Si). 
This implies (G(t) - @(si))x, (@(si) - @(t’))x E (e/2)B”. Hence (Q(t) - 
@(t’))x = (Q(t) - @(Si))X + (@(Si) - @(f’))x E &EO. 1 
We are now ready to prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.17. The bilinear map 
s:A,(R-) Xx+x: (CajS,,X)HCaj@(- tj)X 
is separately continuous. 
ProoJ If we fix an element C ajStj E A,(R-), the continuity of the 
correspondence: x I-+ (2 ajSlj) . x is obvious from the continuity of each 
@(- tj). 
Now fix an element x E X, and take any continuous seminorm p of X. As 
before (see the discussion before Lemma 3.14)), there exists a weakly 
compact, convex, balanced set B in X whose absolute polar coincides with 
the neighborhood V := {X E X: p(x) < 1 }, i.e., 
P(X) =Pfdx) := ;l&$ I (x9 x*>1. 
From this and Lemma 3.12 the following equalities follow: 
P((C aid,) * x) = :E$ I CC Qt, * -% X* > I 
= zV$ 1 (C aj @(- tj)X, X*)1 
= SUP I(C ajJ-t,9 (@(* )X7 X*))l. 
x* EB 
(3.18) 
For every E > 0, let 
u:= (~EA,(R-):~~l(u,y)l,<~}, 
where -V’(t) :=y(- t) and K = {(rD( . )x,x*):x* E B). Since K is relatively 
compact in C[O, co) by Lemma 3.14, U is a O-neighborhood of A,@-). If 
C ajStj belongs to U, then 
suP I CC aja-tjT (@( * )X9 X*))l = YlJ <C ajSfj, Y)l < c. X’EB E 
Hence by (3.18) the correspondence C ajSrj E+ C ajStj. x is continuous. 1 
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We may now proceed to the second part of our program. Let Y denote 
the family of all equicontinuous ubsets of A,(R-). What we need to prove is 
that every element of M,(R-) belongs to the closure of 5“. We need the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.19. For every equicontinuous set E of A,(R-), there exist 
a, C > 0 depending only on E such that sEJ ajStj E E implies tj E [- a, O] 
and C Jajj < C. Conversely, every subset of A,(R-) of the form 
E= {s,,aj6,j:J=flnite, tjE [-a,O],Claj/< C) (3.20) 
is equicontinuous. 
Proof: Suppose that E is equicontinuous. By definition, there exists a O- 
neighborhood V of C(-co, 0] such that 
sup{/ (x*, v)]: x* E E, v E V} < 1. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that V is of the form 
(3.21) 
for some E > 0 and integer k > 0. Take a := k + 1. Suppose that there exists 
an element x* = C ajSr, E E such that aj0 # 0 and tj, <- a for some j,,. For 
each n, let x,, be a continuous function such that x,(tj,) = ntijO and X,(t) = 0 
on [ - a, 0] and at all tj’s except tj,. Then clearly x, E V for every n, and 
hence 
must be smaller than or equal to 1 according to (3.21). But this is obviously 
a contradiction. Hence, if x* = C aj6, belongs to E, then tj E [- a, 01. 
Now take any x* = c ajdr. E E. Let x(t) be an element of C(- co, 0] such 
that Ix(t)1 < E for all t and x(tj) = (Ej/]a,j)s for all tj’s. Then x belongs to V, 
and hence ] (x*, x) 1 < 1. This implies that 
1(X*,X)(= lx ajEj&i=x lajlE<l. 
jeJ j-53 
Thus, Cj,JIajl< 1/ E f or every x* E E. Since E does not depend on each x*, 
but only on E, the first half is proved. 
Conversely, assume E to be the set given by (3.20). Take any E > 0 and 
define V by 
v:= {y/E C(- a&O]: sup [y(t)1 <E/C). 
-O<I<O 
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Then V is a neighborhood of 0 in C(- co, 01. It now follows that 
sup{1 01, w>l :p E J% w E v] 
=SUP(((~ajs,,,~)l:~(ajlgC,tjE [-alo]9ulE ‘1 
= SUP{JC ajW(tj)l: C lajl < c9 lj E [-aV O], V E v} 
GSUP{C IajI(E/C):C lajl <Cl 
= E. 
Thus, E is equicontinuous. 1 
LEMMA 3.22. For every p E M,(R-), there exists E E 9 such that 
,u E i?, where the closure is taken in M,(R-). 
ProoJ Let a > 0 be such that suppp$ [- u, 01. Then let C := p(- a, 01. 
Define E by 
E:=(CajS,:CIa,IgC,tjE [-a,O]}. 
According to Lemma 3.19, E is equicontinuous. Then the proof of 
Proposition 3.6 shows that ,u can be approximated by elements of E. fl 
We are now ready to prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.23. Suppose that {Q(t)},>, is a locally equicontinuous 
semigroup on X. Then the bilinear map 
9:A,(R-)xX-+X: (xajdlj,x)~ c aj@(- tjrx 
is Y-hypocontinuous, where 9 denotes the family of all equicontinuous 
subsets of A JR-). 
Proof: Take any E E Y; and a continuous seminorm p of X. By Lemma 
3.19 there exist a, C > 0 such that if )/ ajstjE E, then tj E [-a, 0] and 
)J Jaj( < C. Since {@(t)},.+, is locally equicontinuous, there exists a 
continuous seminorm q of X such that p(@(t)x) <q(x) for all t E [0, a]. 
Then we have that 
P (xajar,*x)=P (~U,~(-l,)X)~ClajlP(~(-fj)X) 
G (C I aj I) 9(X) G CdX)- 
Therefore, ,B is Y-hypocontinuous. 1 
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We can now prove the following central result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.24. Let (Q(t)},>,, be a locally equicontinuous semigroup on 
a complete locally convex space X. Then the bilinear map 
A%‘:A,(R-) x X+x: -Y’ (La,6~j,X)i,l:a,0(-tj)X 
admits a unique extension 
g:M,(R-)xX+X 
which is p-hypocontinuous where 9 denotes the closure of all equicon- 
tinuous subsets of A&). 
Proof Let d be the family of all finite sets of X. Since 9 is 9’- 
hypocontinuous by Proposition 3.23, it is (9, 6)-hypocontinuous in view of 
the separate continuity of 58. By Theorem 3.11, 9 can be uniquely extended 
to M,(R-) x X and is (9, 6)-hypocontinuous. m 
We list some direct consequences of the theorem. 
For each t > 0, let oi be the right shift operator of C(- co, 0] defined by 
(o: v)(r) = ~(r - t). The left shift operator cr, (or of) is then defined as the 
adjoint of oi, i.e., 
(a,!4 w> := c4 @W)9 P E M,(R-1, w E C(- ~0, 01. (3.25) 
It is easy to ensure the continuity of each ol. Further, it is also easy to 
directly prove that the family {u~}~>~ constitutes a locally equicontinuous 
semigroup. Let us just prove the local equicontinuity. 
LEMMA 3.26. The family of continuous linear maps {ot}t>,, is locally 
equicontinuous. 
Sketch of ProoJ: Take any a > 0 and any relatively compact 
Kc C(- co, 01. In view of the equality 
it suffices to prove that lJoGIGa a:K is a relatively compact set of 
C(- co, 01. In order to show this it is enough to check the uniform boun- 
dedness and equicontinuity of this set on every interval [- b, 0] (see Remark 
3.5). However, the uniform boundedness and equicontinuity follow 
immediately from those of K on [- b -a, 01, whence the proof. 1 
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Specializing Theorem 3.24 to the case X=M,(R-) and Q(t) = o,, we 
know that the “convolution” is well defined and belongs to kf,(R-). To see 
that our definition indeed agrees with the usual convolution, just notice that 
6, * v (we write ,u * v instead of b . v in this case) is c-,v (t < 0) according to 
both our definition and the usual definition (recall (3.1)). Then the two 
definitions agree on A,(R-) X M,(R-). Since A,(R-) is dense in M,(R-) 
(Proposition 3.6), these two definitions agree on M,(R-) x M,.(R-) by the 
separate continuity of convolution. 
Remark 3.27. Note that in this case convolution p * v is Y- 
hypocontinuous in both variables due to the symmetry of ,u * v, i.e., 
(,B, v) E-+ p * v is (9, Y)-hypocontinuous. 
The space of measures with compact support M,(R-) thus admits a 
structure of k-algebra with convolution as product. Its identity is 6,, the 
Dirac measure at 0. We can now state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.28. Let ,?Z = (X, CJI) be a constant linear system whose 
associated semigroup {Q(t)},,, is locally equicontinuous. Then C admits an 
M&)-module structure via the definition 
,u * x := zqu, x), (3.29) 
where 20 is the bilinear map given in Theorem 3.24. 
ProoJ We need only to check (u * v) . x =p + (v . x); the rest follows 
from the bilinearity of 9. 
First of all, when both ,u and v belong to A,(R-), this equality is obvious. 
Now let ,u belong to A,(R-), and let jvq}4EB be a net in A,(R-) converging 
to v E M,(R-). Then by the separate continuity of convolution and of ,u e x, 
we have 
(,u * v) . x = (liF@ * v&) . x = li$m(ol * vo) . x) 
= liF@ . (vq . x)) = lu . (li+vo q x)) 
=,u. ((lipv,).x)=p.(v.x). 
Hence (,u * v) . x =p . (v . x) follows for ,u E A,(R-), v E M,(R-), and 
x E X. Repeating the same argument for ,u, we have the desired equality 
(u*v).x=p.(v.x). I 
Now restrict {u~}~.+~ to the input space Q = lim_ L*[- n, 01. It is easy to 
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check that {crlJt>,, constitutes a locally equicontinuous emigroup, and its 
definition coincides with 
(up)(r) := w(r + t), t<-t 
= 0, -t<t<o. 
We may then specialize Theorem 3.28 to this case and conclude that 0 is an 
M,(R-)-module. It is easy to see that .U . w @ E M,(R-), w E 0) agrees 
with the usual convolution because R can be viewed as a subspace of 
M,(R-). So denote ,u . w by ,u * w again in this case. We can now prove the 
following 
PROPOSITION 3.30. Let Z = (X, 9) be a constant linear system whose 
associated semigroup is locally equicontinuous, and g its reachability map as 
defined in Proposition 2.3. Then g is an M,(R-)-module homomorphism. 
ProoJ In view of the linearity of g, it suffices to check g@ * w) = 
~.g(o)forevery~uEM,(R-)andwER.Firstofall,g(6,*w)=6,.g(w) 
is valid for every t < 0. For, if supp w c [- s, 01, then by definition it follows 
that (note: supp o-,w c [- s + t, t]) 
g(c$ * 0) = g(a-p) = q(s - t, 0, a:-, (C(W)) 
= p(- t, p(s, 0, u$), 0) (u;-,(u-,u> = a:o> 
= @(- tlg(w) (by (2.4)) 
= 6, * g(u). 
Hence g@ * o) = ,U . g(w) is valid for every ,u E A,(R-) and o E L?. Then 
the separate continuity of the module action and convolution, along with the 
facts that g is continuous and A,(R-) is dense in M,(R-), implies the 
desired equality g ($ * w) = ,U . g(w). 1 
Remark 3.31. ‘The convolution in M,(R-) is not, unfortunately, jointly 
continuous. So in the current literature on topological algebras this kind of 
algebra is not of utmost concern; sometimes, it is not even called a 
topological algebra. For more detail, see Beckenstein et al. [2]. 
4. CONVOLUTION OF MEASURES AND FUNCTIONS 
In the previous section we have investigated the convolution in M,(R-) 
and proved, in particular, that the convolution of ,U E M,(R-) and w E R is 
well defined and belongs to 9. This result is yet not enough for later 
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developments; in Section 5 we need to consider convolution of measures and 
functions whose support need not be bounded on the right. 
Let us begin by introducing some function spaces. Let C,(-00, n ] be the 
space of k-valued continuous functions on R whose support is contained in 
(-00, n]. Introduce the following countable seminorms to C,(-03, n]: 
C,(- co, n] then becomes a FrCchet space. 
Now let C,(R) := U-,,,,, Cr(-co, n]. Clearly, C,(R) consists of 
continuous functions on R whose support is bounded on the right. Introduce 
the strict inductive limit topology on C,(R), i.e., the finest locally convex 
topology which makes each inclusion j, : C,(-co, n] -+ C,(R) continuous. 
Now define M,(R) to be the dual space of C,(R). We have the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. M,(R) is precisely the space of (Radon) measures on 
R with support bounded on the left. 
ProoJ Let ,D be a Radon measure with support bounded on the left, say 
supp ,D c [a, co). We need to prove that ,D is a continuous linear form on 
C,.(R). In view of the inductive limit topology, this amounts to showing that 
p is a continuous linear form on each C,(-03, n]. 
Take a continuous function a such that a(t) = 1 for t) a, a(t) = 0 for 
t<a-1, and O<a(t)< 1 for a-l <t <a. For every WEC,(-cqn] 
define 
01, w> := 01, w). (4.3) 
Since aW belongs to C,[a - 1, n], the right-hand side makes sense. 
Furthermore, it is plain to see that the right-hand side does not depend on 
the choice of a. Indeed, if p is another such function, then the support of 
(a -p)w is contained in (-a, a). But since supp P c [a, a~), 
@, (a -- /3) w) = 0, so (,u, aw) = 01, pw). Thus, 01, v) is well defined by (4.3). 
As regards the continuity of y, we have 
for some constant C,,, > 0 because p is a measure. Thus, ~1 is a continuous 
linear form on each C,(-co, n], and hence ,u E (C,(R))‘. 
Conversely, suppose ,u E (C,(R))‘. One can easily see the inclusion 
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C,,(R) c C,(R), which implies that ,u is a measure. We need to prove that the 
support of ,U is bounded on the left. For every n, there exist a and C > 0 such 
that 
I cu9 v>l G c own I v(t)I, v E C,(-co, nl (4.4) 
because ,B is continuous on each C,(-co, n]. This inequality (4.4) readily 
implies that (,B, w) = 0 for all I// whose support is contained in (-co, a). 
Hence the support of iu is bounded on the left. 1 
We may now proceed to investigate the convolution structure of M,(R). 
Our program is as follows: We shall begin by defining the convolution of 
two measures belonging to M,(R). For this we follow the standard procedure 
given by Schwartz [ 171. We shall then specialize this case to convolution of 
elements in M,(R) and L:(R). Here L:(R) denotes the set of all k-valued 
locally L*-functions on R with support bounded on the left. Naturally, 
L:(R) c M,(R). Our first objective is to show the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Every pair (u, V) E M,(R) x M,(R) is convolvable. 
ProoJ We must define, for every I+V E C,(R), 
cu * r, w> := 01,o “y 7 44x + Y>) = 1 w(x + Y> 44x) MY). (4.6) 
Note that there exist a, b, cER such that supp~c(-~,a], 









w(x + Y) 44x) MY)* 
c b 
Furthermore. the correspondence 
is a continuous function of y because of the local uniform continuity of v. 
Moreover, the support of this function is contained in (-co, a -b]. 
Therefore, (4.6) possesses a definite value. 
s II--c Y++ w(x + Y> 44x1 b 
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Now if w belongs to C,(-co,a], then 
a-b a--c 
< I i lv(~+JJl4Pl @)4Vl(Y> c * 
< {sup{lyl(t)):b+y~t~u-c+y} * IPl([b,U-c])}dv(y) 
<C’.sup{]yl(t)l:b+c<t<a}. (4.8) 
Therefore, p * v is a continuous linear form on each CI(--00, a], so it belongs 
to M,(R). I 
COROLLARY 4.9. i'fp, v E iFI,( then p * v E M,(R-). 
ProoJ It suffices to prove that supp 01 * V) is contained in (-a, 01. For 
this, pick any continuous I,U of compact support contained in (0, co). Then, 
by definition, 
cu * v, v> = jj u/(x + Y) 44x) NJJ) = j" j" we + Y) 44x) MY) = 0 -cc -02 
because v/(x + y) = 0 if x < 0 and y < 0. Hence, supp@ * v) is contained in 
(--co, 01. a 
Now consider the following question: Given p E M,(R) and f E L:(R), we 
have p *fE M,(R) since we may regard L:(R) c M,(R), naturally. Now 
does it also belong to L:(R)? The following proposition answers this 
question affirmatively. (This result will be used in Section 5.) 
PROPOSITION 4.10. Let ,u E M,(R) undfE L:(R). Then ,u * f belongs to 
L: CR). 
Proof In view of the fact p *fE M,(R), it suffices only to show that 
there exists a function g E L:(R) such that ,U *f = g as a measure. 
For each n, let a, be a continuous function with values in [0, l] such that 
a,(t) = 1 for t < n and a,(t) = 0 for t > n + 1. Then a,# E M,(R), and a,f 
belongs to L2(R) and has compact support. Now define g, := (a,#) * (a,f ). 
Then g, belongs to L’(R) (Dieudonne [6, 14.9.21). Furthermore, if supp 
,u c (a, co), supp f c (a, co), and m > n, then it is easy to check, via direct 
40918312 6 
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calculation, gmjt-a,n+aj = gn/(-m,n+aj. Hence, as n -+ co, g, defines a 
locally L2-function g whose support is bounded on the left. 
Now take any YE C,(R). Then supp WC (-co, 6) for some b. Then by 
(4.8) we have 





w(x + Y> a,(x) 44~) a,,01> f6’) dy (n > b - a) 
= iv; * c&J->~ w> 
=(&9v/) 
= (g9 w> (because g, = g on (-00, b)). 
Hence, ,U *f = g in the sense of measures. I 
Now given a E M,(R), we define Z(a) by 
1(a) := inf{t: t E supp a}. 
The following lemma is adopted from Kamen [ 121 (modified to the present 
context) and will be used in the next section. 
LEMMA 4.11. Every element of the form 6, + a E MC@-), /(a) > 5, 
a E 0, has an inverse, with respect o convolution, in M,(R). 
ProoJ: Write ,uv and a” instead of ,u * v and a * . . . * a (n times), respec- 
tively. Since &,(S, + a) = S, + &,a, it clearly suffices to prove that 
6, + 6-,a is invertible in M,(R). Consider the following formal power series 
expansion of (6, + L,a)-‘: 
(6, + 6-,a)-’ = f (- LTa)“. 
n=o 
(4.12) 
We claim that the right-hand side of (4.12) converges in M,(R). In view of 
the fact that M,(R) is the dual of C,(R), it is enough to show that (4.12) 
converges pointwise. (For, then, we can apply the Banach-Steinhaus theorem 
since C,(R) is a barrelled space as the inductive limit of Frechtt spaces.) 
Take any ly E C,(R). Then supp w c (-co, b] for some b. Further, 
supp (&,a) c [c, co) for some c > 0 since l(a) > r. It follows that 
inf{supp(&,a)“} > nc 
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for all n > 0 because supp@ * V) c supp p + supp V. Let n, be the first integer 
such that n,c > b. We then obtain 
because ((-6_,a)“, w) = 0 for all n > no. Thus, (4.12) converges pointwise. 
Now consider the following equality: 
( z. (-6-A”) * (6, + d-,a) = 6, - (-&ra)m+‘, 
the right-hand side of which obviously tends to 6, as m -+ CO. Hence, (4.12) 
gives the inverse of 6, t &,a. 1 
5. APPLICATIONS TO REACHABILITY AND CONTROLLABILITY 
We have seen that every constant linear system can be endowed with an 
M,(R-)-module structure. As an application of this, we give a sufficient 
condition for a system to have the property that every reachable state is 
controllable to zero. Kamen [12] and Denham and Yamashita [5] already 
gave some solutions to this problem, but since their input space contains 
distributions, it is in general necessary to apply a distribution input to steer a 
state to zero. (For some class of systems, e.g., delay-differential systems, 
Kamen [ 121 shows that control can be done with smooth inputs; see Kamen 
[ 12, Theorem 6.41.) We shall, on the contrary, seek the condition under 
which reachable states can be controlled to zero by L*-inputs. This type of 
question is not throughly investigated in the existing literature. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A constant linear system C = (X, q) is weakly smooth 
(or accepts MC-inputs) if 
(i) the associated semigroup { @(t)}lao is locally equicontinuous; 
(ii) there exists a (unique) continuous linear extension g”: M,(R-) -+ X 
of the reachability map g of Z. 
In the sequel, g’ will also be denoted by g. Note that smooth systems as 
defined by Yamamoto [23b] (roughly speaking, systems whose state tran- 
sition is governed by a functional differential equation) are weakly smooth. 
So this class is not overly special. 
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DEFINITION 5.2. Let 2 = (X, p) be a constant linear system. A state 
x E X is controlfable (to zero) if there exist T > 0 and u E L2[0, T) such that 
p(T, x, u) = 0. Also, x is controllable to zero in the sense of Kamen (or K- 
controllable to zero) if there exist T, E > 0 (T > E) and u E L*[O, T) such that 
u(t) = 0 on [0, E) and q(T, x, u) = 0. 
Since rp(T, x, u) = @(T)x + g(o’,u), x is controllable (K-controllable) to 
zero if and only if @(7)x + g(w) = 0 for some w E Q such that l(o) > - T 
(l(w) > - T, respectively). In other words, 6, . x + g(w) = 0 for some r < 0 
and w E Q with l(w) > r (Z(o) > t) using the module action on Z defined in 
Section 3. 
Remark 5.3. Kamen [ 121 introduced the above notion of controllability. 
These two notions of controllability obviously coincide when Z is finite- 
dimensional. Whether or not controllability implies K-controllability for 
infinite-dimensional systems eems to be unknown. 
Now our basic question is the following: When is the reachable set X, 
(= g(f2)) controllable to zero (which means every element of X, is 
controllable)? In order to build a decent controller at least every element of 
X, must be controllable to zero. Further, if this is the case, then every 
element of X, can be steered to any other element of X, by the application of 
a suitable input. This implies, in particular, that if the system C is quasi- 
reachable (i.e., X, is dense in the whole state space) and possesses the above 
property, then every state can be steered to any other state arbitrarily closely 
because our module action is continuous. 
We can rewrite the reachable set X,, by virtue of Proposition 3.30, as 
follows: 
X,=g(~)=(g(w*6,):uEa}={u.g(60):wEa}=n.G, (5.4) 
where G :=g(&). Similarly, g(M,(R-)) = M,(R-).G. 
Let M be a subset of the state space X of a system C, and let Ann M 
denote the annihilator (ideal) of M, i.e., 
Ann M := {p E M,(R-):p.x = 0 for all x E M}. (5.5) 
We start with the following lemma: 
LEMMA 5.6. Let C = (X, p) be a weakly smooth constant linear system. 
Then Ann G = Ann X, = Ann X,. 
Proof: The second equality is an immediate consequence of the separate 
continuity of our module action (Theorem 3.24). 
It, therefore, suffices to prove Ann G 3 Ann xr and Ann G c Ann X,. 
Since fi is easily seen to be dense in M,(R-) (for a proof, see, e.g., 
Yamamoto [23b]), 6, can be approximated by elements of Q. Hence 
G = g(6,) belongs to X, due to the continuity of g. It, thus, follows that 
Ann G I> Ann X,. 
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Now let I E Ann G and x E X,. Then x = g(w) for some w E a. 
Hence, A.x=l.g(o)=l*g( o*6,)=I.(o.g(6,))=(~*o).G= 
(co * /I) . G = u - (12 . G) = 0 by Th eorem 3.28 and Proposition 3.30. Thus 
,l E Ann X,, which completes the proof. m 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let Z = (X, rp) be a weakly smooth constant linear 
system. Suppose G = g(&) is K-controllable to zero. Then there exist r < 0 
and a E f2 with l(a) > z such that 6, + a E Ann X,. 
Proof. Since G is K-controllable to zero, there exist r < 0 and a E Q 
such that l(a)> r and @(--~)G+g(a)=O.But his means that (6,+a).G= 
@(- r)G + a . g(6,) = @(- z)G + g( a * 6,) = @(- s)G + g(a) = 0, i.e., 6, + 
a E Ann G. Since Ann G = Ann X, by the preceding lemma, the proof is 
complete. I 
The following lemma is essentially due to Kamen [ 121 and modified to the 
present context. 
LEMMA 5.8. Let .Z = (X, rp) be a weakly smooth constant linear system, 
and g its reachability map. Suppose that there exists /I E Ann X,. having an 
inverse jr’ in M,(R). Let z < I@). Then for each x = g(o) E X, (w E f2), 
there exists a E R such that x = g(a) and l(a) > r. 
Proof: If l(o) > r, there is nothing to prove. So assume that l(o) < r. We 
have /I * @- ’ * w) = w in M,(R). Hence, l(w) > l(p) + I@- ’ * w) because 
supp ,D * v c supp p+ supp v. Note that /I- ’ * w E L:(R) by Propo- 
sition 4.10. Since l(o) < r and r < I(‘@), 
Now choose a,, a2, b,, b, E R such that a, < a, < l(j-’ * o) and 7 - l(p) < 
b, < b, < 0. And let w be a continuous function with compact support such 
that 0 < ty(t) < 1 for all t and 
v(t) = 1 if a,<t<bl 
=o if t<a, or t2bb,. 
Let (p- ’ * w) w denote the multiplication of p- ’ * o with VI. Then 
supp v-l * w) v c [l(p-’ * 01, b,], which implies that (p- ’ * w) v/ E 
M,(R-). Furthermore, since (J- ’ * o) E L:(R), (‘j3-l * w) v/ E l2 follows. 
Now define a:=-/?* [(j-‘*w)y-/I-‘*WI. Then a=-/j* 
[(p-l * co) v/l f w. Since /I E M,(R-), p * [(p-r * w) w] belongs to 0 by 
Theorem 3.28 and the remark after the proof of this theorem. Hence, a E a. 
Also, g@* [co-’ * w> WI> =P - dW’ * w) ~1) = 0 because DE Ann X,. 
Hence, g(a) = g(w) follows. 
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It remains only to prove I(a) > r. By construction, (,-’ * w) li/ =p-’ * w 
on (-co, b,) and hence 
Then by the definition of a, supp a c [b, + r(j?), 0] because a E J2. Therefore, 
Z(a) > b, + I(p) > z. I 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 5.9. Let C = (X, C+I) be a weakly smooth constant linear 
system, and g its reachability map. Suppose that G = g (6,) is K-controllable 
to zero in time T. Then the reachable set Xr is reachable and controllable in 
bounded time T + E, where E is an arbitrary positive number. 
Proof Let a be an input which steers G to 0 in time T. Then by 
Proposition 5.7, 6-r + a E Ann X,. Since &, + a has an inverse in M,(R) 
according to Lemma 4.11, every element of X,. is reachable in bounded time 
T + E by Lemma 5.8; in other words, g(Q) = g(L*(- T- E, 01). 
Now take any x E X,. Then x = g(w) for some w E L2 [- T - E, 01. Since 
o,+,wEG @(T+e)x=g(a,+, o) is reachable, so it must belong to 
g(L*[- T-E, 01). Hence, there exists & E L’[- T-E, 0] such that 
- @(T + E) x = g (6). It now follows that 
P(T + E, x, ok+, o?)=@(T+e)x+g(&)=O, 
i.e., x is controllable in time T + E. Since T + E is independent of each x, X, 
is controllable in bounded time T + E. 1 
Remark 5.10. Generalization of this result to the multi-input case can be 
done in exactly the same way as in the work of Kamen [ 121. 
Remark 5.11. Suppose that a constant linear system C is smooth, i.e., its 
state transition is described by the functional differential equation: 
x-=x+ Gu, x, G E X, 
such that the semigroup generated by F is locally equicontinuous. It is easy 
to verify that g(6,) = G. This means that the bounded-time reachability 
(controllability) of Z can be determined by testing K-controllability of G. 
6. AN EXAMPLE 
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where (x, z(0))’ denotes the state of this system which belongs to 
M, = R x L*[- 1, 01, and u the input. (For more detail, see Manitius and 
Triggiani [ 141.) The domain of the operator P is given by 
D(F) := EM,:zE w:]-l,O],z(-1)=x/ , (6.2) 
where W:[ - 1, 0] is the first-order Sobolev space on [-1, 01. For a more 
intuitive interpretation of this system, consult Fig. 1. Although we do not 
give details here, it is easy to see that the above given G is precisely the 
image of the delta function under the reachability map. Hence, according to 
Theorem 5.9, if G is K-controllable to zero, then every reachable state is 
reachable and controllable in bounded time. 
In order to see that this is indeed the case, consider a function u which 
satisfies 
(i) u(t) = 0 on [0, E), [2e, 1) and [ 1 + 2s, co); 
(ii) 1 + 12’ U(S) ds = 0; 
E 
t-1 
(iii) u(t) = - 1 - 
I 
u(s) ds for 1 < t < 1 + 2s. 
0 
We claim that this input drives G to 0. To see this, consider the diagram in 
Fig. 1. For the first E seconds, nothing is done to the system. Then for the 
next E seconds, the input u is fed into the system to steer the integrator part 
of G to 0 at time 2s. Of course, the integrator produces an output in the 
meantime which is 1 + sh U(S) ds. This output is stored in the delay, and at 
time 1 it starts to be fed back to the integrator through the feedback path. 
But then the newcoming input through the input channel cancels this 
feedback according to (iii) of (6.4). Hence, at time 1 + 2.5, the state of the 
system becomes 0 and remains 0 afterward. 
We may thus conclude, from Theorem 5.9, that in this system every 
reachable state can be controlled to zero in bounded time 1 + E’, where E’ is 
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this work we have introduced a new module structure to a large class of 
constant linear systems. In view of the recent growing interest in module 
theoretic approaches to structural properties of constant linear systems (see, 
for example, Fuhrmann [8], Kamen [ 121, and Denham and Yamashita [ 5 ]), 
it appears important to have a firm theoretical link between this type of 
approach and those via functional-analytic methods. It is hoped that our 
approach will serve as a common language in this type of investigations. 
Though the machinery employed here is rather heavy, its implication is 
quite straightforward and easy to understand: Every (weakly smooth) 
constant linear system admits an M,(R-)-module structure. This is a natural 
extension of Kalman’s k [z ]-module framework for finite-dimensional 
constant linear systems. Further, there is no need to know deep results on 
topological vector spaces, measures, etc., once this result is accepted as such. 
Afterward, one can proceed with essentially algebraic operations. 
Our approach has an added advantage: this module action is separately 
continuous. Hence, one can be quite free from possible dangers encountered 
in handling infinite-dimensional systems. 
Also, unlike in Fuhrmann [7], the infinitesimal generator of the associated 
semigroup need not have a spectral representation. Of course, when the 
semigroup has such a representation, our result essentially coincides with 
that of Fuhrmann [7]. 
There is already a vast amount of literature on systems over rings, or ring- 
theoretic approaches to constant linear systems (see, e.g., Kamen [ 111, 
Morse [ 151, Williams and Zakian [22], and Sontag [ 181 for an excellent 
survey). It is not yet entirely clear how our present approach is related to 
this type of research, but it is certainly an interesting theme for further 
investigations. 
Though we have given the results for scalar (single-input) systems mainly 
for simplicity of notations, there is no difficulty in generalizing the results in 
Sections 3 and 4 to the multi-input case. Also, as mentioned in Remark 5.10, 
Theorem 5.11 can be generalized to the multi-input systems in the same way 
as in the work of Kamen [ 121. 
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Note added in proof. We later found that the condition r(a) > r is not necessary in 
Lemma 4.11, but I(a) > r is enough (see, e.g., Schwartz 124, 111.2, Theorem 161). Hence, one 
does not have to require K-controllability in Theorem 5.9, but simply controllability of G is 
enough. 
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